JUPAS score calculation for SSCI-A (JS5102) and SSCI-B (JS5103)

Best 5 subjects:
(1) Eng + (2) Math + (3) Best weighted science elective +
(4) Best weighted/other elective + (5) Best other elective

with weighting which include:

1.5 x English Language

2 x Respective Science Elective(s)
Respective science subject under the particular stream
(e.g. Physics/M1/M2 in SSCI-A and Chemistry/Biology in SSCI-B)

1.5 x Other Science Elective
Other science subject under the particular stream
(e.g. Chemistry/Biology/Combined Science in SSCI-A and
Physics/M1/M2/Combined Science in SSCI-B)

Remarks:
We will take the highest score of the TWO weighted science elective

SSCI-A
- PHYS
- MATH
- MAEC
- DSCT
- RMBI
- EVMT
- IIM
- DDP
- OST

SSCI-B
- BCB
- BISC
- BIOT
- CHEM
- BIBU
- EVMT
- IIM
- DDP
- OST

HKDSE Science Subjects
M1/M2/ Biology/ Chemistry/ Physics/ Combined Science

Respective Science Subjects

SSCI-A
- Physics
- M1/M2

SSCI-B
- Biology
- Chemistry